
MADEIRA - Threads and Stabilizers

Janome Canada is the exclusive distributor of home 

Madeira products in Canada. Makers of the beautiful 

Treasure Chest collections, embroidery threads like 

Polyneon 40 and Aerolock serger threads, Madeira is 

a brand that customers ask for by name.

From raw material to finished thread, Madeiras 

uses state-of-the-art equipment to test and inspect 

throughout all phases of production, including: 

inspection and testing of raw materials, extensive 

lab tests before and after dyeing, tests to determine 

thread performance under all types of production 

conditions, controls to determine compliance with 

washing standards.

New Thread Collections and Displays Now In-Stock
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Madeira Thread Collections

NEON POLYNEON 40

Set of 8 x 200 m spools. All-purpose 
polyester machine embroidery 
thread, fluorescent colours, made for 
striking embroidery

Part: 8018 
MSRP: $49

MULTICOLOR POLYNEON 40

Set of 8 x 200 m spools Polyneon 
40 Multicolor for stunning 
changing colours for impressive 
embroideries. Suitable for all 
sewing and embroidery machines.

Part: 8015 
MSRP: $49

METALLIC POLYNEON 40

Sample box of classic metallic 
thread, Set of 8 x 200 m spools

Part: 8012 
MSRP: $49

SMARTBOX POLYNEON 40

Set of 18 x 1000 m spools, includes, 
CD with embroidery design and needle, 
durable all-purpose polyester machine 
embroidery thread has a high tensile 
strength.

Part: 8047 
MSRP: $180

Aerolock 125 Mini King Box

Set of 24 x 1200 m / 1320 yd Mini King spools 4 Black, 
4 Dark Grey, 4 Grey, 8 White, 4 Cream

Part: 9118B 
MSRP: $199

FALL SPECIAL AUGUST 1 - SPTEMBER 30, 2022
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MADEIRA AEROFLOCK

12 x 1000 m - Aeroflock is a voluminous and fluffy serger thread that is well 
suited for elastic requirements such as lingerie, sportswear and swimwear.

Part: 8095 
MSRP: $119.99

MADEIRA COTONA 30 WT

18 x 200 m (30 wt Egyptian cotton thread) - Universal 
machine embroidery, quilting and also suitable for 
detail, cross stitching and hand work.

Part: 8030 
MSRP: $89.99

MADEIRA COTONA 80 WT

18 x 200 m (80 wt Egyptian cotton thread) - Very fine 
machine embroidery and sewing thread ideally suited 
for fine detail work on delicate fabrics.

Part: 8031 
MSRP: $89.99

MADEIRA COTONA 50 WT

18 x 200 m (50 wt Egyptian cotton thread) - Fine 
quilting and machine embroidery suitable for piecing, 
straight stitches, narrow zigzag stitches, blind hem 
stitching, lace work and more.

Part: 8035 
MSRP: $89.99

MADEIRA AEROFIL

18 x 200 m (Polyester thread) - High quality sewing 
thread for all fabrics and seams, even on the most 
demanding sewing machines.

Part: 8041 
MSRP: $89.99

Madeira Thread Collections
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MINI TREASURE CHEST POLYNEON 40

Two drawer teak thread chest with brass pulls, 
Polyneon 40 (48 x 400 m) all-purpose polyester 
machine embroidery thread, color card, individual spool 
slots with color indication for easy reordering.

Part: 8116 
MSRP: $299

MINI TREASURE CHEST COTONA 50

Two drawer teak thread chest with brass pulls, 
Cotona 50 (30 x 1000 m), color card, Cotona 50 is a 
fine machine quilting thread made of the best Egyptian 
cotton, soft and smooth and nearly no lint, Individual 
spool slots with color indication for easy reordering.

Part: 8117 
MSRP: $349

THREAD TREASURE CHEST POLYNEON 40

Three drawer teak thread chest with brass pulls, 
Polyneon 40 (160 x 400 m), Polyneon 40 Multicolor 
(20 x 400 m), Bobbinfil (4 x 1500 m), Universal 
embroidery needles and Polyneon color card, 
Individual spool slots with color indication 
for easy reordering. Polyneon is an all-purpose 
polyester machine embroidery thread.

Part: 8185 H 
MSRP: $1,599

The Madeira Teak Treasure Chest contains a selection of the top selling colour 
threads in a beautifully designed wooden drawer unit that will compliment 
any sewist’s home. Complete with easy-glide drawers with brass pulls that 
keep threads organized and protected.

Madeira Treasure Chests
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Madeira Stabilizers and Display

Stabilizer Display  Part: 9422 D MSRP: $649

Bright and attractive, the Madeira Stabilizer display comes with the complete line up of all the 
Madeira Stabilizers. Designed for wall or stand display it measures 57 W x 127 H x 20 D (cm) 
and comes with 24 boxes (2 of each). Refills available in sleeves of 3.

Stabilizer in Retail Clam Shell Boxes  MSRP: $26.99 each

There is a Madeira stabilizer for any fabric application. Sold in sleeves of 3.

New - Madeira Large Stabilizer Rolls (Sold individual)

Designed to work with larger hoop sizes the extra wide rolls come  
in a variety of styles and “buy” the yard, are a consumer favourite.

Stabilizer Starter Set  Part: 9449 MSRP: $21.99

Contains a generous sample of each of the twelve stabilizers. 
A copy of “Stabilizer Know How” instructions included.

Super Strong PART: 9445 

HEAVY CUT-AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Permanent stability for the most detailed designs. Super 
Strong is the ideal stabilizer for embroidery patterns with 
a large number of stitches and high stitch density. Thanks 
to Super Strong, crinkling and displacement of the work is 
prevented, even when embroidering small details.

Super Strong PART: 9446 

HEAVY CUT-AWAY STABILIZER - BLACK

Permanent stability for the most detailed designs. Super 
Strong is the ideal stabilizer for embroidery patterns with 
a large number of stitches and high stitch density. Thanks 
to Super Strong, crinkling and displacement of the work is 
prevented, even when embroidering small details.

Super Stable PART: 9447 

IRON-ON CUT AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Ideal for thick stretch fabrics. Great for machine 
embroidery and appliqué as it remains on the fabric to 
keep it stable during and after embroidery. Iron in place 
where ever a permanent stabilizer might be used, stitch, 
and carefully cut away excess backing close to stitching.

Super Film PART: 9448 

IRON-AWAY STABILIZER - TRANSPARENT

Ideal for delicate fabrics. Super Film is a heat-sensitive 
special clear plastic-like film which disintegrates with a 
hot dry iron. Works well on specialty fabrics such as satin, 
velvet and corduroy without puckering. Use for fabrics 
too delicate for Tear Away, too sheer for Cut Away, or 
aren’t washable at all. Super Film disappears when heat 
is applied and perforated foil is the ideal backing for 
badges, it remains under the stitching, continuing to 
support it during washing.

Avalon Film PART: 9440 

LIGHT WEIGHT WASH AWAY STABILIZER - 

TRANSPARENT

Ideal for looped and knitted fabrics. Avalon Film can 
easily be hooped for decorative stitching on towels, knit 
or sweater fabric to prevent stitches from sinking and 
disappearing into fabric nap. Stretchable and delicate 
fabrics will no longer lose their shape as you sew or 
embroider on them.

Avalon Ultra PART: 9441 

HEAVY WEIGHT WASH AWAY STABILIZER - 

TRANSPARENT

Extremely firm. Allows the most detailed embroidery 
without tearing. Avalon Ultra is ideal for hoopless 
embroidery or any project where added support or firmer 
working foundation is necessary. Can be stitched intensely 
without tearing.

Avalon Plus PART: 9442 ($40.50 - set of 3) 

FIRM WASH AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Ideal for embroidery on light, delicate fabrics. Avalon 
Plus is a firm water-soluble stabilizer with the strength of a 
non-woven fabric. Dissolves in warm water with no residue, 
placing no stress on your beautiful embroidery. Can be 
embroidered intensely without tearing.

Avalon Fix PART: 9443 

SELF ADHESIVE WASH AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Ideal for working on lace and for borders. Avalon Fix is 
soft and stable, with the added bonus of a paper-backed 
adhesive. Avoids hoop marks on any washable fabric, 
ideal for projects too small or odd sized to hoop. Hoop 
stabilizer, reveal sticky surface, align fabric and finger 
press in place. Washes out with lukewarm water.

Cotton Soft PART: 9436 ($40.50 - set of 3) 

TEAR AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Cotton Soft is the choice of professional embroiderers for 
embroidery and sewing machines. Prevents displacement 
of the fabric during embroidery. For super clean edges. 
The natural cotton fibres make it environmentally friendly 
and extremely comfortable against the skin.

Cotton Soft PART: 9437 

TEAR AWAY STABILIZER - BLACK

Cotton Soft is the choice of professional embroiderers for 
embroidery and sewing machines. Prevents displacement 
of the fabric during embroidery. For super clean edges. 
The natural cotton fibres make it environmentally friendly 
and extremely comfortable against the skin.

Cotton Stable PART: 9438 

IRON-ON TEAR AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Ideal for knits and stretch fabrics. Cotton Stable has a 
coating on one side that develops an adhesive effect when 
subjected to heat. Eliminates shifting, sliding, puckering, 
and stretching of material. The iron-on coating produces 
only a weak adhesive effect allowing the removal of 
Cotton Stable without residue.

Cotton Fix PART: 9439 

SELF ADHESIVE TEAR-AWAY STABILIZER - WHITE

Cotton Fix is ideal for hooped computerized machine 
embroidery. Avoids hoop marks on delicate and sensitive 
fabrics, such as velvet, suede and silk. Excellent for 
patchwork as small items can be embroidered without 
basting them to the stabilizer.
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Madeira Modular Thread Displays

Selling a machine is only half the sale. Keep your customers coming back for 
more, with a Modular Thread Display from Madeira. A trusted name in the 
industry for quality threads, these well made thread displays are a fantastic 
value and will look great on your shop floor. Keeping it organized, the handy 
three drawer base unit offers more room to store overstock and supplies.

Each individual display or base unit 

measures: 423 W x 448 H x 263 D (mm)

Metallic Collection with Base

Single display with 3 drawer base 
and 58 metallic thread colours

Polyneon 40 Collection with Base

3 Display units with 3 drawer base 
and 180 thread colours

Serger Thread Collection with Base

2 Serger thread display units 
(Aerolock / Aeroflock) with 3 drawer base
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POLYNEON 40 COLLECTION WITH BASE
Includes 3 display units listed below and 3 drawer base unit 
with 180 thread colours (160 solid / 20 Variegated)

Display #1 Polyneon 40 
- 40 Solid colours, 5 of each (200 spools x 400 m) 
- 20 Multicolours, 5 of each (100 spools x 200 m)

Display #2 Polyneon 40 
- 60 colours, 5 of each (300 spools x 400 m)

Display #3 Polyneon 40 
- 60 colours, 5 of each (300 spools x 400 m)

Base Unit with Three Drawers 
Included with Polyneon 40 collection, 
Not sold separately - $100 added value

Part: 9845 DK 
MSRP: $5,391

METALLIC COLLECTION WITH BASE 
Induces metallic display unit with 
58 coloured machine embroidery spools 
and 3 drawer base unit.

Metallic Embroidery Thread Display 
- 50 Colours, 5 of each (250 spools x 200 m) 
- 8 colours, 5 of each (40 spools x 1000 m)

Base Unit with Three Drawers 
Included with metallic collection. 
Not sold separately - $100 added value.

Part: 9842DK 
MSRP: $3,755

Each individual display or base unit 

measures: 423 W x 448 H x 263 D (mm)
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Aeroflock 100 - Fluffy 
Serger Display

96 Cones of fluffy polyester 
serger thread

-  24 Fluffy colours, 4 of each 
(96 spools x 1000 m)

Part: 9121D 
MSRP: $959.04

Serger Thread Collection with Base
Must purchase 2 serger display units to qualify for 3 drawer base unit. Base unit not sold separately.

Aerolock 125 - Basic Serger 
Display Unit

72 Cones of premium 
polyester serger thread

-  12 Coloured cones, 4 of each 
(48 spools x 2500 m)

-  3 Neutral cones, 8 of each 
(24 spools x 2500 m)

Part: 9128 DX1 
MSRP: $719.28

Aerolock 125 - Fashion 
Serger Display

72 Cones of premium 
polyester serger thread

-  18 fashion colours, 4 of each 
(72 spools x 2500 m)

Part: 9128 DX2 
MSRP: $719.28

Base Unit

Matching white base with 
3 storage drawers. Available 
for purchase with any 
2 serger thread display units. 
Not sold separately.

Part: DU60

Each individual display or base unit measures: 423 W x 448 H x 263 D (mm)

Popular Polyneon Displays Each unit measures: 423 W x 448 H x 263 D (mm)

Polyneon 40 Display

290 Spools of premium 
Polyneon 40 thread

-  13 Mulitcoloured spools, 
5 of each (65 spools x 200 m)

-  47 Popular coloured thread, 

5 of each (235 spools x 400 m)

Part: 9845 D1 
MSRP: $1,797

Polyneon Display

200 Spools of premium 
Polyneon thread

-  40 Fashion colours, 5 of each 

(200 spools x 1000 m)

 
Part: 9847D 
MSRP: $1,398
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